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Zhan Zhuang, the Art of Nourishing Life is the exploration of an ancestral practice: Zhan Zhuang, the
practice of physical and meditative postures. Through this practice, a continual process of adjustment,
learning, and purification takes place; it is a process by which the mind and body mutually integrate,

triggering the unification of the self and its surroundings.It is through this form, which in ancient China was
named symbiosis--a process by which the mind and body merge together with the Tao--that an infinite field of
possibilities opens to us, both in the treatment and prevention of diseases, and at the level of development of
latent potential within us.In Zhan Zhuang, The Art of Nourishing Life, Dr. Yu Yongnian not only unveils the

heritage of martial and purifying arts--previously available only in an unintelligible language--but also
translates them into an accessible form that reveals the laws governing the body and the mind.

It is an art focused on theprinciples of deep energy growth. Zhan Zhuang is one of the most important pillars
in the inner martial art of Wudang. Úmyselne som napísal filozofických smerov a nie náboenstiev pretoe tieto
tri mylienkové prúdy nemajú ni spoloného s dogmatizmom ktorý je bohuia neoddelitenou súasou rôznych.

Zhan Zhuang

Did some research looked some videos read. Laoshi Wushu. Wang a student of Xing Yi Quan created a
method of Kung Fubased entirely upon Zhan zhuang known as Yiquan Intent Fist. The standing meditation

which is called zhan zhuang in Chinese also means the standing pillar. This is what happens. It is the
foundation of all Chi Kung styles and is characterised by its great effectiveness and efficiency. Its also known

as Standing Like a Tree and Standing Stake. There is a tendency in the Chinese and increasingly in the
Japanese martial arts to venerate standing. ZHAN ZHUANG THE HIDDEN ESSENTIAL OF TAI CHI

TRAINING Whether we practice Tai Chi for health or martial arts the inclusion of Zhan Zhuang Standing
Meditation at the beginning of our daily training session becomes essential if we are to gain many of the
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greatest benefits spoken of in the Tai Chi Classics and historical anecdotes. Zhan Zhuang is also found in
Tang Yick Weng Chun and the beginning of 1700s Siu Lin Tau set. As the name implies Zhan Zhuang is a

standing practice where one stands still in an upright posture as if standing like a tree.
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